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punas an English nun who went on a mission
to Germany in the 8th cent
Walrus a very large manne mammal related to
the seals having in the upper jiw two large
curved tusks which average in length from
15 to to 2 ft It lives on bi valve molluscs and
inhabits the Arctic seas An adult walrus can
exceed 12 ft in length and weigh over a ton.
Wapentake the ancient name given in the northern
counties to territorial divisions corresponding
to the Hundreds of southern counties
Warblers, a family of small livelv song birds
closely related to the flycatchers and thrushes
Eepresented in Britain by about 86 species
including the chifichafl one of the earliest
spring visitors willow wren wood warbler
blackcap garden warbler whitethroats sedge
and grasshopper warbler
Water is the simplest compound of hydrogen and
oxygen It is formed when an electric spark is
passed through a mixture of the gases and is a
product of combustion of all hydrogen contain
ing compounds e o petrol coal coal gas and
wood Water is essential to living matter and is
the medium which carries food to animals and
plants Salts m hard water may be removed by
distillation of the water or by a process known as
ion exchange (water softening) Pure water
freezes at 0 C and boils at 100 C and is used
as a standard of temperature on this scale
It has a maximum density at 4° 0 Heating
water above 100" C converts it into steam
which is used under pressure to convert heat
energy into useful work as ha electrical power
stations and steam engines Water gas is a mix
ture mainly of carbon monoxide and hydrogen
formed by blowing steam and oxygen through
red hot coke it is used as a fuel Water is
one of the very few compounds which freezes
from the surface down rather than from the
bulk of the liquid up Thia property has mi
portant consequences on the preservation of
life In rivers and lakes when they are fi ozen over
See also F23
Water Hyacinth {XhcMicrnm crassipes) a beautiful
aquatic plant native to Brazil which has spread
to other favourable equatorial regions of the
world causing havoc on account of its abnormal
rate of reproduction away from its natural en
vironment In recent years it has invaded the
Nile and the Congo forming vast floating car
pets which block the channels clog the paddles
of river craft and de oxygenate the water killing
the fish It is being held in check by spraying
with the herbicide 2 4 D
Waterloo Battle of was fought on. June 18th, 1816
The Allies (British German and Butch) under
WelHngtonandBlucherdefeatedtherrenchtmder
Napoleon This ended Napoleon s career
Waterloo Bridge, crossing the Thames was built
by Benrue and opened in 1817 It had nine
arches each of 120 ft span was buflt of granite
and had a length (Including approaches) of
2 456 ft The present bridge completed in
1942 and formally opened Dec 10 1945 is a
fine example of reinforced concrete construe
tion (Architect Sir Giles Gilbert Scott)
Water Spider, an interesting little animal which
spins a sac of silk on a water plant which it
uses as a sort of diving bell. Into this bell it
introduces bubbles of air one at a time thus
the spider is enabled to remain below the surface
a considerable time
Waterspout whirling tornado like cloud occurring
at sea. It begins as a cone of cloud tapering
slowly downwards the sea surface becoming
disturbed on reaching the centre of the cloud
of spray the spout takes on the appearance of
a column of water A number of these vortices
may form fairly close together at about the same
tune, their duration ranging up to 30 minutes
Wathng Street the name of the old Boman road
which ran from the Channel ports by way of
London to Shropshire. See also Roman Roads
Watt. A unit of electrical power equivalent to 1
joule of work per second named after James
Watt (1786-1819)
Wax the name applied to certain substances or
mixtures which axe solids having little crystal
one form and may be regarded as solidified oils.
They are used for various purposes, suoh as the
making of wax candles, bleaching and Tngfrfag
artificial floweis and anatomical models also in
 pharmacy for blending in the composition of
plasters ointment etc The best known natural
wax is beeswax and there are others such as
spermaceti obtained from the sperm whale and
Chinese wax which is a cerotyl cerot ite
Waxbill a small Oriental and African bird of the
Ustrildidae family with wax like bill and beauti
fully variegated plumage The Javi sparrow
and the Blue breasted waxbill are attractive
and often find then: way into cages
Wayz Goose the name given to a festive gathering
of people employed m printing and other works
so called from the fact that in earlier tunes a
goose was the principal dish of the feast
Weasel A carnivore mammal found m Britain
smallest member of the group including the
Stoat Polecat and Pine marten about 8 in
long Its fur is reddish on the upper side of the
animal white on the under side it may all turn
white m winter with the exception of the tail
Weather the factors determining to morrow s
weather are so manifold variable and complex
that the task of the meteorologist is no easy
one There are still people who chng to the
idea that weather is determined by the phase of
the moon but their predictions have no
scientific backing and can be dismissed
Changes m temperature humidity and speed of
air masses can beet be measured by instruments
designed for the purpose By taking into ac
count the peculiar character of any part of the
country whether coastal high or low lying in
dustnal sheltered precise forecasts for that par
tieular region can be made up to twenty four
hours ahead and sometimes longer We need to
know more about the heat exchange between
oceans and the atmosphere before long range
forecasting is possible The British Isles he m
the path of depressions moving north eastward
across the Atlantic It is the fiequency inten
sity and speed of these centres of low pressure
which give these islands such changeable
weather On the other hand when an anti
cyclone builds up and embraces the British Isles
settled weather is fairly certain the type of
weather whether dull or cloudless warm or cold
depending mainly on the direction of the wind in
the particular area concerned and the tune of
year An American earth satellite Vanguard II
was launched hi Feb 19o9 to serve as the first
weather eye in space
Weather Lore Before instruments were invented
to measure atmospheric conditions man relied
on his own observation of wind and sky
behaviour of birds and fl.-nima.ia and came to
associate certain phenomena with types of
weather Many popular weather rhymes have
survived the centuries and as long as forecasting
is confined to the next 24 hours there is
perhaps something to be said for them pirticu
larly those dealing with the winds What is
very unlikely is that next year s summer can be
predicted from this year s winter or that one
month s weather is related to that of another
The study of past records reveals too many
exceptions for such predictions to be of much
use in forecasting
Weaver Bird, the popular name for a large group
of finch like birds belonging to the family
Ploceidae found principally m Africa but also
in Southern Asia. Australia and Europe and
remarkable for then: habit of building nests
formed of blades of grass dexterously inter
woven and suspended from the boughs of treea
Weaving has been practised since before any times
of which we have record The Egyptians credit
the invention to Isis the Grecians to Minerva
The main principle of the weaving loom is the
same to day as it was thousands of years ago a
warp extends lengthwise through the loom the
threads being held in separate regular order by
being passed through a reed or slay while the
weft is crossed through alternating threads of
the warp by means of a shuttle which holds the
weft Thus the fabric ig built up Weaving
was done by hand up to the early part of the
19th cent when Cartwright s steam power
loom was introduced, and is now in universal
use The Jacquard loom for weaving figured
designs dates from 1801
Wedding Anniversaries are first Cotton second
Paper third Leather fourth Fruit and
Flower fifth. Wooden sixth Sugar seventh

